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37 Whittier L. Rev. 87 Whittier Law Review Fall, 2015 Note and Comment FRACKER IN THE RYE: THE NECESSITY OF FEDERAL FRACKING WASTE REGULATION AND A FRACKING WASTE REGULATORY COMMISSION Curtis L. Morrison a1 Copyright © 2015 by Whittier Law Review; Curtis L. Morrison I. INTRODUCTION There is a fracker in the rye, again. More than a century ago, the California Attorney General took the Gold Run Ditch & Mining Company to court for disposing waste from hydraulic mining operations into the non-navigable American River, a tributary of the Sacramento River. 1 At trial, the people's first witness, I.N. Hoag, the Secretary of the State Agricultural Society, explained the waste had not only impeded river traffic along the Sacramento, but also resurfaced as sediment during flooding damaging farmland. 2 Hoag testified, “[f]rom the American river, down as far as the sediment goes, there are, in twenty miles, from fifteen to twenty farms very materially injured by the sediment deposits, and some of them ruined.” 3 The California Supreme Court recognized that the disposal of hydraulic mining debris constituted a public nuisance because it “not only impair[ed] the navigation of a river, but at the same time affect[ed] the rights of an entire community or neighborhood, or any considerable number of persons, to the free use and enjoyment of their property.” 4 The people, in the 19 th century, won a perpetual injunction against the discharge of hydraulic waste debris into streams. 5 Today's hydraulic waste disposal, however, is a byproduct of fracking. One scholar has defined fracking simply as “fluids are pumped at high pressure underground to force out oil or natural gas” *88 from “stubborn underground formations.” 6 The wastewater from fracking is called “produced water.” 7 Since it can be composed of the chemicals contained in the injected fluids, as well as metals, dissolved solids, salts, and “naturally occurring radioactive material” dredged up from beneath the earth, it is also called fracking waste. 8 Known potential harms from fracking include the initial clearing of land, 9 earthquakes, 10 respiratory issues in humans living near drilling sites, 11 impacts on climate change implied by continued reliance on fossil fuels, 12 and the pollution of aquifers used for drinking water in the proximity of fracking sites. 13 Generally buried by those legitimate concerns, is consideration of risks posed by offsite fracking wastewater disposal. Unfortunately, for those who seek to ban or regulate fracking, today's fracking waste has not been found to materially impede navigation like Gold Run Ditch & Mining Company's. If the only harm from today's fracking waste were causing problems for boats, this article would not have been written. Since federal agencies have failed to effectively regulate the clandestine fracking wastewater disposal *89 industry at all, most of the regulatory efforts have fallen to the state and local level. 14 Even where that regulation exists, it has not always proven comprehensive or effective.
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This article explores many reasons why state and local regulatory solutions could never provide adequate relief. This article also exposes the alarmingly unregulated fracking disposal industry, and in absence of a preferred federal ban on fracking, offers a bold yet warranted regulatory solution. Because the fracking disposal industry has procured exclusions from existing regulatory acts, the agencies charged with enforcing it simply do not, and state and local solutions have constitutional limitations, this article proposes strictly constructed federal regulation for fracking waste, and a federal commission tasked and chartered with regulating the fracking wastewater disposal industry to insure that fracking waste disposal is only done responsibly. Part II of this article will survey the shockingly scarce regulatory regime in place today regulating fracking waste disposal, highlighting its giant loopholes and shortcomings. Also, the potential hazards to human health and the environment will be examined through examples of wastewater disposal in places you might not expect, although a thorough survey of the potential harms is beyond this article's scope. Part III will propose comprehensive federal regulation of fracking wastewater disposal and the fracking waste management industry with the creation of a new federal commission to enforce it. Lastly, Part IV will conclude with a call for congressional and executive actions to not only create federal regulation of fracking waste disposal, but the regulatory commission proposed herein to enforce it effectively.



II. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE A. FRACKING WASTE DISPOSAL GONE WRONG While some larger oil and gas companies handle their own disposal of fracking wastewater, the process typically escapes the scarce regulatory scrutiny of a fracking site via a wastewater disposal contractor. 15 One fracking wastewater contractor, GreenHunter Water, LLC, explains its service called “Total Management Solutions™” as *90 follows: We understand that there is no single solution to exploration and production fluids management, and this understanding shapes our technology-agnostic approach to services. GreenHunter Water's approach to water management includes fixed-facility and mobile water treatment systems (Frac-Cycle®), an expanding portfolio of UIC Class II Salt Water Disposal wells with advanced hauling and fresh water logistics services, a next-generation modular aboveground storage tank system (MAG Tank™), and compliance tracking technologies (RAMCAT™) that allow shale producers to reduce costs while they account for their fluids from cradle-to-grave and adhere to emerging regulations. 16



Essentially, a fracking wastewater disposal company's goal is to make fracking waste disappear, which is no easy job. Besides the unfathomable volume of waste requiring disposal, there is also no scientific means of making the matter disappear. In 2007, before the current fracking boom began, United States oil and gas production facilities onshore and offshore already generated an estimated 882 billion gallons of produced water. 17 In its 2013 Annual Report, GreenHunter Water, LLC boasted of never being “fined, cited or notified of any environmental violations that would have a material adverse effect upon our financial position, liquidity or capital resources.” 18 In that report and with much hubris, the firm predicted “new environmental regulations resulting in a material adverse impact to our financial position, liquidity, capital resources or future results of operations [are] unlikely.” 19 This section seeks to undermine that horrifying prediction by highlighting only a small sample of the evidence suggesting a need for environmental regulations that would fundamentally impact the future results of fracking wastewater disposal operations. A good deal of fracking wastewater is currently disposed through underground injection into Class II wells, 20 either in the very wells where the fracking occurred, or it is transferred and injected into Class *91 II wells offsite. Federal statute defines Class II wells as wells used to inject fluids:
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(1) Which are brought to the surface in connection with natural gas storage operations, or conventional oil or natural gas production and may be commingled with waste waters from gas plants which are an integral part of production operations, unless those waters are classified as a hazardous waste at the time of injection. (2) For enhanced recovery of oil or natural gas; and (3) For storage of hydrocarbons which are liquid at standard temperature and pressure. 21



Sometimes these Class II wells leak directly into aquifers used for drinking water. 22 Whether fracking wastewater is injected directly into an underground drinking water source intentionally or not, the waste may show up in that source decades later. 23 Unlike fine wine, there is no evidence that fracking wastewater gets any better with age. Remarkably, even though the oil and gas industry enjoys exemptions and loopholes from federal regulations, polluters still slip up occasionally, and when that happens they are levied what are effectively non-punitive fines. For example, in September 2014, Trans Energy, Inc. settled a lawsuit brought by the EPA and West Virginia by agreeing to $3,000,000 in civil penalties and the responsibility for cleanup of streams at fifteen separate sites. 24 While setting up its fracking operations, the energy company allegedly discharged “pollutants, including dredged or fill material, and/or control[led] and direct[ed] the discharge of pollutants, including dredged or fill *92 material, into waters of the United States and/or the State, and construct[ed] dams within the State, without authorization.” 25 A month later, the company pleaded guilty to three misdemeanor charges related to the Clean Water Act, agreeing to pay an additional $600,000 fine as well as two years of probation. 26 As a publicly traded oil and gas producer with net assets of $111,769,145, 27 fines of merely $3,600,000 seem more like chump change than a deterrent. Further, the strictest probation condition that Trans Energy, Inc. faced was a requirement that its probation officer be provided “physical access to any work site or drill site within the Northern District of West Virginia, subject to any reasonable health and safety policies established by the defendant.” 28 Had a federal regulatory commission existed that had access to the fifteen sites, they might have never been polluted in the first place. Finally, District Judge John Preston Bailey, presiding over the criminal complaint, sealed the presentence investigation report, 29 making it virtually impossible for anyone, other than the parties themselves, to takeaway lessons on what specifically went wrong. In 2003, a tanker truck unloading fracking waste exploded in Rosharon, Texas, killing three employees and injuring others, after the truck's engine sucked in vapors from fracking waste that was being unloaded from the truck into a Class II well. 30 While the tragic incident goes to expose the volatility of fracking wastewater, an evaluation of the site prompted by the incident revealed how wrong things can go when this industry goes unregulated. 31 Texas Oil and Gathering had been disposing hazardous chemical waste from a petroleum refining plant into the site's Class II well, which unlike fracking waste, is not *93 exempt from the SDWA. 32 Because the company violated rules unrelated to fracking wastes, there was no refuge to be had in regulatory loopholes. The owner and operations manager of Texas Oil and Gathering were criminally convicted of conspiracy and violating the SDWA. 33 But for the fact that the site was enjoying timid regulation because it was designated for fracking waste disposal, the tragedy might not have occurred. Years later, an analysis of Class II well permits issued from 2007 to late 2010 found that regulators were still not confirming what companies were disposing in the wells, but rather trusting the waste disposal industry on the honor system. 34 According to the EPA, which relies on reporting from individual states, there are approximately 180,000 Class II injection wells in the
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United States. 35 The permits for these wells represent a tremendous amount of trust the federal government has placed in the hands of basically unregulated private contractors. Perhaps in part due to the dangers of transporting fracking wastewater via trucking, GreenHunter Water, LLC, for example, has been developing ways to transport fracking wastes using pipelines, trains, and barges. 36 In fact, when GreenHunter took credit for spearheading the movement to barge fracking waste, the firm claimed “barging is a safer and more cost-effective mode of transport than trucking or rail.” 37 What is clear is that transporting fracking wastewater, via any method, may be inherently dangerous. Pipelines, incidentally, have not proven to be an altogether safe way to transport fracking wastewater either. North Dakota has a twenty thousand mile network of pipelines used to move fracking waste, known as “gathering line [s].” 38 Sometime between the last week of *94 December 2014 and the first week of January 2015, a hole only two inches in diameter ruptured for unknown reasons in a gathering line near Williston. 39 Since employees of the pipeline's operator did not discover the rupture until January 6, 2015, 2.2 million gallons of “wastewater laced with heavy metals, high salt levels and possibly radioactive material,” flooded the Missouri River water basin. 40 The Williston spill was the largest of at least six wastewater spills discovered in North Dakota within the first ten weeks of 2015. 41 Another way fracking can go wrong is called a “frack hit.” 42 On November 20, 2012, on federal lands in Lea County, New Mexico, a fracking operation inadvertently caused the fracture paths of two wells to intercept. 43 The pressure from injection into one well shot back the other well to the surface, overflowing two open-top fiberglass storage tanks that spilled into a pasture and an unlined berm. 44 While this particular frack hit polluted less than 0.1 acre of pasture, 45 it goes to illustrate how difficult it is for the oil and gas industry to predict where fracking wastewater injected beneath the surface may pop back up. This example was unique in that the wastewater returned to the surface in full view of the operator, making plausible deniability impossible, compelling the operator to remediate the environmental damage. 46 It is somewhat comical when the only example of the oil and gas industry taking swift remediation action happens to be when the industry was the victim of its own harm. However, the Obama Administration took away a different lesson from the incident, using it to highlight the need for operators to balance the “several economic impacts,” aside from remediation, with the benefits of their (fracking) operations. 47 In August 2014, Benedict Lupo, the owner of fracturing *95 operations and a Youngstown, Ohio fracking waste storage and disposal company, Hardrock Excavating, LLC, pled guilty to a violation of the CWA. 48 He was sentenced to twenty-eight months in prison for directing his employees to empty 20,000-gallon fracking wastewater storage tanks into a storm water drain that emptied into a tributary creek of the Mahoning River, allegedly 33 times. 49 In all, Lupo owned and operated about fifty-eight mobile storage tanks at the Hardrock facility, 50 so it is difficult to fathom how much waste the company released before it was caught. Although “tens of thousands of gallons of fracking waste” were discharged into a creek later found to be “void of life,” Lupo was fined only $25,000. 51 Lupo's misdeeds were not uncovered by any existing regulatory authority, but only brought to light after an “anonymous tipster” alerted the Ohio Department of Natural Resources. 52 Acting on the tip, the agency visited the site and caught an employee emptying a tank. 53 According to court documents, Lupo had directed his trusted employees that “the dumping should only occur at night and after all of the other employees had left the facility ....” 54 Without underscoring the importance of whistleblowers in environmental regulation, it would be naïve to presume a reliance on their tips alone could lead to the prosecution of more than a fraction of polluters. This fact underscores the need not only for regulators, but an enforcement arm that includes investigators.
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If the Youngstown story fails to convince anyone about the honor system's ineffectiveness, consider the fact that the barge transport of fracking wastewater enjoys not only the cover of night, but also advantages unique to lakes and rivers. From the polluter's perspective, larger bodies of water are much more conducive to the dissolution of *96 wastewater disposal as they would help keep a potential polluter's identity a mystery, reducing the risks that a polluter would be caught. Further, in the unlikely event a polluter was actually caught disposing of fracking wastewater into a lake or river from a barge, gathering evidence would be even more challenging than in the Youngstown case, where investigators were able to point to pictures of a “void of life” creek directly downstream from the polluter's operations. 55 Undeniably, direct wastewater injection into a large body of water would still have environmental impacts, but those impacts would be more difficult to trace, which brings us to a final disconcerting fracking wastewater disposal concern. Fracking wastewater is already being injected directly into both the Gulf of Mexico and Pacific Oceans just off U.S. shores. 56 According to the Center for Biological Diversity, “[o]il and gas companies [have been] allowed to discharge fracking chemicals mixed with wastewater directly into the waters of the Gulf.” 57 Both the Federal Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (“BOEM”) and the Bureau of Safety Environmental Enforcement (“BSEE”) authorized revisions to certain offshore permits that categorically excluded fracking activity from review beginning in 2014. 58 As a result of those exclusions, the release of nine billion gallons of fracking wastewater per year is permitted directly into the ocean waters barely off California's coast. 59 These waters are habitats for whales, sea otters, *97 sea turtles and over 500 species of fish. 60 At least with mainland fracking, community members can potentially become aware of wastewater disposal. They may accidentally notice the trucks, rail and/or barges leaving the fracking sites. However, fracking wastewater quietly pumped directly into beach waters would escape that scrutiny. In January 2015, the Center sued the Obama Administration for ignoring a 2014 Freedom of Information Act request that had the potential to cast light on what the nonprofit called “almost no oversight or input from coastal communities and little public disclosure” about the offshore fracking taking place in the Gulf. 61 In another suit, filed in February 2015, the Center challenged the Department of the Interior's rubberstamping of offshore fracking in violation of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, and the Coastal Zone Management Act. 62 Thus, offshore fracking wastewater disposal is already occurring, and that fact should be considered in any comprehensive regulatory solution. But the most alarming thing about offshore fracking waste disposal is the Obama Administration's feigned ignorance that injecting wastewater into the very beach water children swim could even be problematic. In 2013, as a result of a 2010 executive order, twenty-seven federal agencies working together as the National Ocean Council released the National Ocean Policy Implementation Plan. 63 The National Ocean Council wrote that the 32-page document translated National Ocean Policy into “on-the-ground actions that will benefit Americans,” and “presents specific actions Federal agencies will take to bolster our ocean economy, improve ocean health, support local communities, strengthen our security, and provide better science and information to improve decision-making.” 64 Arguably, those goals would be compromised by the public health and environmental harms *98 that come with disposing fracking wastewater directly into coastal waters. Yet, except for a vague reference to fostering more efficient permitting of offshore energy infrastructure, 65 the plan altogether ignores the need for any regulation of fracking waste into US coastal waters. 66 Disturbingly, one of the federal agencies making up the National Ocean Council responsible for the plan was the Department of the Interior, 67 the very agency responsible for permitting offshore fracking disposal since it includes both the BOEM and BSEE. 68 When a governmental agency charged with protecting natural resources fails to even acknowledge the very harms it has permitted, it is fair to question the agency's integrity and re-examine the regulatory regime that produced such failure.
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In January 2015, the Obama Administration announced plans to allow more offshore oil and gas exploration, including in the Gulf of Mexico, off the Alaskan coast, and in an unprecedented move, off the South Atlantic coast, including areas offshore Virginia, North and South Carolina, and Georgia. 69 Fortunately, due only to “current market conditions and low industry interest,” the administration canceled lease sales in the Arctic in October. 70 Given how the Obama Administration allowed fracking waste to be pumped directly into the Pacific Ocean and Gulf of Mexico without the general public's knowledge or consent, it is troubling to consider how future offshore fracking waste disposal could play out under even less environmentallyconscious administrations. The spectacle of offshore fracking wastewater disposal nicely illustrates the constitutional inadequacy of any simple regulatory solution, or even reliance on state or local regulations or bans. State *99 and local fracking bans could never enjoy jurisdiction over the offshore fracking that took place offshore in federal waters. Similarly, the removal of the SDWA's fracking waste exemption would not affect offshore fracking, since the SDWA would not have jurisdiction over seawater in any event. Although ocean life plays an undeniably vital role in our planet's ecosystem, little or no regulatory authority exists to prevent pollution of environmental harms caused by fracking wastewater injection into federal waters.



B. THE CURRENT FRACKING WASTE REGULATORY REGIME Why isn't the EPA regulating fracking wastewater disposal already? One scholar, SMU School of Law's Professor Jeffrey M. Gaba, published a 2014 article explaining how the EPA's failure to regulate was not because the agency lacked authority. 71 Gaba analyzed ways the EPA could regulate fracking wastewater disposal within existing authority, alongside the EPA's oftenquestionable reasoning for abdicating to do so. 72 He concluded, “EPA has the authority, but perhaps not the will, to establish a set of consistent national regulations that will assure the proper management of fracking wastewater.” 73 Notwithstanding creative methods available to regulate fracking waste within existing authority proposed by Gaba, the most intuitive methods have been obstructed directly by Congress. 74 For example, based on its name, one would reasonably expect the Safe Drinking Water Act (“SDWA”) would be a fierce tool to at least regulate the threat of fracking waste penetrating drinking water, but as part of the 2005 Energy Policy Act, Congress amended the SDWA to exempt the regulation of fracking. 75 “The term underground injection” was appropriately defined as “the subsurface emplacement of fluids by well injection,” but following the statutory definition was an exclusion for “the underground injection of fluids or propping agents (other than *100 diesel fuels) pursuant to hydraulic fracturing operations related to oil, gas, or geothermal production activities.” 76 Essentially, fracking processes that did not use diesel fuel escaped the SDWA's jurisdiction and scrutiny. 77 This regulatory vacuum is often called the “Halliburton Loophole,” since former Halliburton Company CEO, Dick Cheney, took office as the U.S. VicePresident and headed a task force responsible for its creation. 78 Similarly, the fracking wastewater disposal industry enjoys an implied exemption from regulation under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”), because the EPA has never listed fracking waste as “hazardous waste.” 79 In 1988, the EPA considered listing fracking waste as hazardous waste, but decided not to do so, not because it found fracking waste absent hazardous constituents, but because the agency did not want to increase administrative burdens. 80 Although fracking waste is not listed as hazardous waste under RCRA, it is not precluded from being considered hazardous under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (“CERCLA”). 81 However, since CERCLA is focused on federal clean up of hazardous waste after environmental harms have already occurred, 82 that hardly gives peace of
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mind with a fast-moving liquid waste typical of produced water. Simply put, produced water can move and do environmental damage much quicker than CERCLA could react. 83 Congressman Matt Cartwright (D-PA-17) introduced a bill, H.R. 2825, that would have required the EPA to promulgate regulations *101 regarding standards applicable to generators, transporters, and owners and operators of facilities for the treatment, storage, or disposal of wastes. 84 Besides proposing regulations related to fracking disposal, the ambitious, yet ultimately unsuccessful, reform would have eliminated the exemption the fracking waste industry enjoys from RCRA. 85 In a quote included in a press release from Congressman Cartwright's office, PennEnvironment Field Director Adam Garber illustrated the importance regulating the disposal of fracking waste: It's clear to everyone that the 1.3 billion gallons of fracking waste generated in Pennsylvania over the last few years, which is often laced with numerous toxins and cancer-causing chemicals, is hazardous to our health and environment. The CLEANER Act will ensure that companies can no longer spray this toxic fluid on our roads, dump hundreds of thousands of gallons into water treatment facilities, or use it to water cattle. We applaud Congressman Cartwright for trying to make the law follow what we all already know: fracking wastewater is hazardous to our health. 86



Before Cartwright's attempt, Congresswoman Diana DeGette (D-CO-1) had sponsored a 2008 bill to remove the SDWA's fracking exemption, but that bill died in committee with only two cosponsors. 87 To be clear, despite its inaction, the EPA has recognized for years that fracking could cause environmental harms. In 2011, the EPA released a plan that recognized that “the public has raised concerns about hydraulic fracturing that extend beyond the potential impacts on drinking water ....” 88 Concerns acknowledged by the EPA included *102 “air impacts, ecological effects, seismic risks, public safety, and occupational risks.” 89 According to the EPA, those topics were “outside the scope of this study plan, but should be examined in the future.” 90 More recent conclusions by the EPA that minimized the potential risks, particularly to drinking water resources, were challenged in a preliminary report released in November 2015 by its own panel of independent scientific advisers. 91 Even the gas industry acknowledges fracking concerns as legitimate, before dismissing them as irrelevant to their agenda. 92 One influential science journal published an article concluding that fracking did not impact the methane levels in drinking water, only to later issue a correction that the authors did not disclose their financial ties to Chesapeake Energy. 93 Perhaps United States President Barack Obama is hesitant to regulate fracking because he, like his former Secretary of State, now 2016 United States presidential candidate, Hillary Clinton, views the fracking of United States natural gas as a geopolitical tool. 94 No matter the reason, with the EPA failing to regulate fracking waste, many believe the burden falls on state governments, but some states, like Texas, simply decline to regulate. 95 In fact, the Fort Worth *103 suburb of Denton passed the lone local ban in Texas, the state's legislature passed a state law preempting local regulation of oil and gas operations altogether. 96 Even before that, the chair of the Texas Railroad Commission, Christi Craddick, vowed to ignore Denton's ban and issue permits in spite of it. 97 Local fracking bans were originally thought to have a limited impact, as demonstrated in the “ripe for fracking” Devonian, Marcellus, and Utica shale plays covering New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky and Virginia. 98 These overlaying plays cover over 120,000 square miles, yet prior to 2014, only 4,400 square miles, 3.7%, were subject to
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fracking bans by political subdivisions, and over 97.947% of those were in the state of New York. 99 However, that paradigm changed radically when attorney Helen Slottje, who was responsible for the first local bans in her own community of upstate New York, took the model on the road. 100 As Slottje recently said, “the system has been steadily rigged, and we keep losing, so it seemed hopeless at the federal and state level.” 101 Slottje and her husband David developed a legal strategy of using local zoning laws, instead of land-use laws, to ban gas drilling across New York. 102 Their strategy was used successfully in over 200 New York communities. 103 New York's highest court upheld the local ordinances, and in December 2014 New York's Governor Andrew Cuomo even signed a statewide ban into law. 104 The Slottjes are not finished. Through a non-profit they established, the Community *104 Environmental Defense Council, they are working to customize their local fracking ban model to communities outside of New York, like Oklahoma. 105 New York's state fracking ban is not without critics, as some have alleged that the ban may be responsible for increased fracking across the state line in Pennsylvania, as well as, believe it or not, a movement amongst some southern New Yorkers who are even contemplating secession from their state. 106 Incidentally, the courage of New York's governor may be the exception, as it can be easily contrasted with the position of neighboring New Jersey Governor Chris Christie, who has twice vetoed bills that would ban fracking waste in his state. 107 In 2013, California passed Senate Bill 4, fracking legislation that was not a ban, and also not focused on fracking waste disposal, but on creating efficiency in permitting procedures for fracking practices, tracking data, and delegating agencies within state government to create regulations after study of said data. 108 This limited regulatory approach of collecting data from the oil and gas industry has also been adopted by Wyoming, Colorado, and, most recently, by the Department of the Interior for federal and public lands, only. 109 In the 2014 elections, two California counties, San Benito and Mendocino counties, passed local fracking bans, while voters in Santa *105 Barbara County defeated a similar initiative. 110 While the Los Angeles City Council directed city staff to draft a fracking ban ordinance in 2014, the Western States Petroleum Association and the California Independent Petroleum Association both reacted swiftly by sending letters to the city laying out the legal arguments they plan to bring in potential lawsuits if the city moves forward with the ban. 111 Their arguments included the allegation that local action was preempted by state regulation, but also that potential claims for compensation from well owners and royalty holders of wells currently producing in Los Angeles “could easily be in the billions of dollars.” 112 Underscoring how much money is at stake, in 2015, the oil and gas industry spent $400,000 to successfully defeat a local ballot measure to ban fracking in La Habra Heights. 113 A Colorado District Court Judge held that the state's Oil and Gas Conservation Act, which permitted fracking, preempted the city of Longmont, Colorado's fracking ban. 114 In 2015, a New Mexico District Court Judge held a Mora County, New Mexico fracking ban ordinance unconstitutional for violating the Supremacy Clause. 115 The Ohio Supreme Court has also ruled that only the state has the authority to regulate oil and gas drilling. 116 Before that decision, proposals for *106 local Ohio bans had faired mixed results, with only five municipalities passing bans and three communities rejecting them in 2014. 117 A Pennsylvania court ruled that communities cannot ban fracking, but they can regulate it. 118 Incidentally, Pennsylvania is among the many U.S. states that do not regulate oil and gas well drilling, leaving the EPA with the responsibility of monitoring the state's Class II wells. 119
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To the Federal government's credit, in December 2014, the EPA directed a state that self-regulates its Class II wells, to reconsider the complete exemption from regulation the drought-ridden state gave to eleven aquifers in 1981. 120



III. ENVISIONING A REGULATORY SOLUTION A. WHY A FEDERAL FRACKING WASTE DISPOSAL COMMISSION IS REQUIRED. One approach to regulating fracking wastewater disposal is to operate within the framework of existing federal regulations. 121 For example, in 2015, James O'Reilly, Professor of Public Health and Law at the University of Cincinnati, asked the Coast Guard to complete an environmental impact statement of GreenHunter's proposal to transport fracking waste on the Ohio River in order to “analyze the potential effects of a spill on the environment, and then issue rules the industry must follow as well as defined consequences when they don't.” 122 The *107 Coast Guard decided not to heed O'Reilly's request, instead issuing conflicting messages leading GreenHunter to believe it could legally transport the waste anyway. 123 Professor Hannah Wiseman proposed that states should determine, ideally with the guidance of a national study, whether their state's control over the oil and gas industry “adequately identifies and accounts for the effects of fracing on human health and the environment.” 124 This proposal has problems. Even with national guidance, Wiseman's proposal of counting on states to increase their environmental regulations is unrealistic. Those that do pass fracking regulations are unlikely to take any sincere or principled stand that might threaten the extraction and consumption of natural gas. Just consider how Texas does not regulate fracking, except to consider ways to preempt local authority from regulating it. 125 Similarly consider Wyoming, where the state filed a complaint with the federal district court asking the Court to set aside Obama's minimal regulation that applies only to federal and public lands. 126 Besides, states are falling behind on regulating fracking not just because they lack federal guidance, but also because state regulators face budget restraints that make monitoring increased shale gas production outside their means. 127 Further, with the demand for natural gas increasing, states that recognize the danger of fracking waste may choose to ban fracking wastewater disposal within their states rather than fracking altogether. Such a policy would lead to fracking waste being transported to, and disposed of in, only the states where environmentally conscious *108 citizens lacked the political power to stop it. Already, large quantities of fracking wastes are transported across state lines. 128 If states are left free to permit, ban, regulate, or choose not to regulate fracking wastewater disposal within their borders, the potential exists for waste to flow to the remaining unregulated states, thereby concentrating the impact of the environmental harms in those states. California's fracking waste should not be absorbed by neighboring states, which are more vulnerable to political influences of the gas industry and economic forces that result in a “race to the bottom” with respect to environmental regulations. 129 Even if all U.S. states took the better path of protecting U.S. citizens and waters from fracking waste disposal, the fear remains that the industry might just export it to Mexico or Central America. After all, it is not like there is not a precedent for U.S. energy corporations exporting toxic waste. In 2006, Virginia-based AES Corporation settled a lawsuit filed by the government of Dominican Republic for $6,000,000 after AES allegedly left one hundred million pounds of coal ash, generated in Puerto Rico, on a Dominican Republic beach. 130 Since that settlement, AES has faced at least one additional civil claim from child plaintiffs born with birth defects allegedly caused by the pollution of that exported waste. 131 Aside from an international law perspective, morally, a federal regulatory
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solution to fracking waste disposal should include an outright ban on exporting the waste internationally, with strict and severe civil and criminal penalties. More support for a federal regulatory solution comes from the fact that oil and gas industry lobbyists can more easily finance and win smaller state and local battles, ensuring there will always be a place for *109 their fracking waste to be disposed of with the lowest short-term costs possible. The gas industry already has cozy access to state legislators through groups like the American Legislative Exchange Council (“ALEC”), which has been described as “the pay-to-play corporate bill mill.” 132 Another less-obvious consequence of leaving fracking regulation to states is that it can have the adverse effect of states preempting local regulation of fracking, as a number of states have already done. 133 Conveniently, ALEC already has experience using the preemption strategy at the state level to defeat local progressive gains in issues like living wage laws and sick leave policies at the local level. 134 Based on ALEC's record, it is foreseeable it could push through model legislation prohibiting local fracking ordinances in many states. Fracking wastewater disposal is most appropriately regulated by the federal government under the Commerce Clause, because many of the harms suffered are national interests due to their interstate nature. 135 Further, the federal government already exercises authority to protect migratory birds due to their interstate nature, 136 and harm to migratory birds can be considered a taking under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 137 But interstate wildlife is only half the story, as pollution itself can cross state lines. 138 As more wells are fracked, the risks of interstate pollution increase, as does the need for a federal response to that quite predictable consequence. Finally, piecemeal local fracking bans have proven effective at raising awareness about the adverse impacts of fracking, and in the sole *110 case of New York, even leading to a statewide ban. 139 But state fracking bans have been the exception, not the rule, as only two states other than New York have passed bans: Hawaii and Vermont. 140 Further, local bans are hard work for activists with mixed results. Even voters in Youngstown, Ohio, the community suffering from a “void of life” creek directly downstream from a fracking operation, 141 rejected a local fracking ban in 2014. 142 A further shortcoming inherent in local bans is that citizen lobbying for local regulation can have the adverse effect of drawing focus and energy away from potential federal regulation. 143 However, other limitations of local bans discussed above, including the capacity to deal with fracking wastewater disposal where it is not banned and/or offshore in federal waters, prove more problematic. Finally, besides fracking wastewater, solid fracking waste is also being sent to landfills in the form of filter socks from processing and treatment activities as well as “drill cuttings, tank bottoms, and used frac sands.” 144 While this article's scope did not thoroughly address the public health and environmental harms threatened by solid fracking waste, as a practical matter, it is a concern and a stand-alone federal regulatory commission charged with regulating fracking wastewater should logically also have authority over solid fracking waste.



B. HOW A FEDERAL FRACKING WASTE DISPOSAL COMMISSION COULD LOOK. Fracking waste is like nuclear waste, in that it remains dangerous in ways we have yet to understand, and even radioactive, for the foreseeable future. Imagine a world in which nuclear waste was not regulated. That is a pretty scary world, yet with respect to fracking *111 waste, that is our world. Slottje recently said: This process of fracking is not self-contained. It's not limited to one person's yard ... you're destroying public trust resources, like the air and water. Literally destroying water. It would be better to take the water that
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they use for fracking and put it on a rocket ship and send it to the Moon than to use it for fracking because that water is then available to pollute more water. 145



If Slottje's Moon-disposal idea sounds both outlandish and familiar, that may be due to a 1970's television show called Space: 1999, in which Earth's nuclear waste was sent to the Moon. 146 While this may seem absurd, given the ways in which the fracking wastewater disposal industry often engages in ‘creative’ disposal, it is perhaps not outside the realm of possibility. Fortunately, Congress created the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (“NRC”) in 1974 to regulate nuclear waste disposal in the United States, 147 so Moon disposal has not become a reality. This article proposes that fracking wastewater disposal in the U.S. should also be regulated by a yet-to-be-created federal commission modeled on the NRC, referred to here as the Fracking Waste Disposal Regulatory Commission (“FWDRC”). The NRC's regulatory mission pertains to three areas: nuclear reactors; nuclear materials; and the transportation, storage and disposal of nuclear waste, as well as decommissioning of nuclear facilities. 148 This model fits well with fracking, which lacks regulation in three areas: oversight of and accountability for onsite fracking processes; oversight of fracking chemicals used, which are often kept secret under trademark claims; and the transportation, storage and disposal of fracking waste, including the monitoring of fracking storage wells to ensure their casings are not compromised. Like the NRC, which has regional offices located in Georgia, Illinois, Pennsylvania and Texas, 149 the FWDRC should have regional *112 offices in California, Colorado, North Dakota, Ohio, and Texas, all centrally located within regions where fracking accidents have occurred already. 150 A regional headquarters within short driving distances of fracking sites would serve as a deterrent against misconduct by fracking wastewater disposal contractors. Further, increasing oversight of fracking disposal through visits from trained compliance investigators would greatly increase the odds of polluters being held accountable, even when they evade reporting by anonymous whistleblowers. 151 This deterrent would be especially necessary, because unlike the NRC, which has “onsite inspectors permanently stationed at each nuclear facility that it regulates,” 152 the expense of onsite regulators stationed at over 170,000 fracking sites, no matter how justified, would meet with incredible political opposition. Like the NRC, the FWDRC could have “five commissioners [in Level IV positions] appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate for five-year terms.” 153 The most crucial component of creating any new authority would be minimizing the risk of agency capture, whereby those charged with regulating an industry actually serve the interest of the industry. 154 A common myth is that existing environmental governmental agencies represent public interest, when in reality they act in tight alliance with industry and private interest. 155 One scholar has listed “a toxic blend of agency capture” as the first factor explaining why “federal government's leadership in fracking regulation has been paralyzed.” 156 The Halliburton Loophole illustrates this problem well. One obvious way to minimize the risk of agency capture with a *113 new commission is to forbid candidates with a history of working for the oil and gas industry, or ownership of gas and oil interest, from appointment as commissioners. 157 A compromise on that proposal would at least require a “cooling period,” whereby candidates for appointment to the commission could not have worked in the oil and gas industry for at least the prior ten years. Another idea is a special kind of non-compete clause in employment contracts between FWDRC and its employees that would prohibit employees from seeking work in the oil and gas industry for a significant period of time after leaving the FWDRC. While the clause would expand revolving door laws, which
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already apply to federal employees, 158 the government's interest in protecting against agency capture justifies the expansion. Most importantly, diligent efforts should be made to prevent agency capture up front. Once agency capture exists, we're stuck with it. Perhaps the most-promising way to deconstruct agency capture may be through the judicial affirmation of a federal public trust doctrine. 159 If federal agencies were not only responsible for narrowly implementing their statutory mandates, but also held to a higher burden as stewards for future generations, agency capture would be unlawful. Unfortunately, the Court passed on an opportunity to make that affirmation in 2014. 160 No matter how independently the FWDRC is structured, the regulatory agency would be impotent without accompanying substantive federal legislation specifically charged with the authority to hold the fracking wastewater disposal industry accountable. Moreover, the language must be more than specific, it must not allow for discretion. While agency discretion sounds harmless enough, *114 experience has taught us that it has a way of becoming an agency's conduit to channel public resources into the hands of the very private industry it was charged with regulating. 161 The best model in U.S. environmental law is found in the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”). 162 The Supreme Court has held the words of Section 7 of the ESA “affirmatively command all federal agencies ‘to insure that actions authorized, funded, or carried out by them do not jeopardize the continued existence’ of an endangered species or ‘result in the destruction or modification of habitat of such species.”’ 163 To regulate fracking waste disposal, an act must charge the FWDRC to insure that the disposal of fracking wastewater within the U.S., or federal waters, does not jeopardize public health, or result in environmental harm. No doubt, this simple plain language will meet with extraordinary industry resistance. Not because it is confusing, over or under inclusive, or arbitrary or capricious, but because it will cost the oil and gas industry a lot of money, and compromise the use of fracking as a geo-political tool. The importance of a thoughtful and deliberate framework to strictly regulate fracking wastewater disposal free of regulatory capture cannot be overemphasized enough. Recent competing suggestions for regulating fracking wastewater disposal include the use of regulation as a tax revenue device in order to covertly deter outright fracking bans, 164 and allowing states to “choose to operate a public disposal facility in order to prevent out-of-state waste being treated within its borders.” 165 The implementation of either of these misguided ideas would do more to license harm than prevent it. It would be difficult to imagine more corruptible licensing schemes than those, but not impossible. Just picture those schemes implemented by decision-making regulators who are balancing their temporary public duty to protect human health and the environment with their own more tangible private interests in maximizing their industry's profits through oil and gas extraction. Ultimately, the only scenario worse than the *115 pursuit of lackluster or loose regulation of fracking wastewater disposal, is allowing a captured agency to be charged with its implementation. Thus, the regulation is crucial but the regulatory agency with the authority to implement it is just as crucial.



IV. CONCLUSION The full extent and number of public health risks and environmental harms related to fracking wastewater disposal may never be known. But since the existing regulatory regime at the local, state, and federal levels has proven incapable of offering substantive protection, 166 bold congressional action is necessary. Absent the political courage to ban fracking altogether, at the very least Congress should pass and the President should sign plain language legislation regulating the fracking waste disposal industry, and establishing the FWDRC to responsibly protect the public.
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